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This paper investigates the use of carbon-conditioned recycled aggregate (RACO2) in concrete production.
Experimental work is conducted for RACO2 with varying chamber pressure (0 kPa, 75 kPa, 150 kPa),
chamber duration (0 min, 30 min, 90 min) and RACO2 replacement percentages (0%, 30%, 100%) for
concrete production. Average of three results on compressive, tensile and ﬂexible strength and modulus
of elasticity at 28 curing days are compared. The process of carbon-conditioning refers to the pressurised
exposure of recycled aggregate to carbon dioxide (CO2) for a certain period of time before concrete
mixing. The entraining of CO2 assists to facilitate the negative properties of recycled aggregate that
produces a deprived ﬁnal recycled concrete as well as providing a superior calcium carbonate chemical
reaction. Carbon-conditioning reduces porosity and water absorbency of recycled aggregate. In addition
to improve recycled aggregate quality, CO2 emissions from the aggregate also help ﬁlling openings in the
concrete composition, generating an improved bond matrix from the formation of calcium carbonates
(Zhan et al., 2014). These two traits assist in enhancing the recycled concrete properties. This paper
demonstrates a great potential in the use of RACO2 in improving physical and mechanical properties of
recycled concrete and provides insight for effective use of recycled aggregate for concrete production.
The effective use of recycled aggregate can reduce the amount of landﬁll that is utilised for construction
and demolition waste.
© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Construction and demolition waste is attributed with a large
portion of landﬁll space around the world (Pacheco-Torgal et al.,
2013). Recycling construction and demolition waste has been
heavily researched in order to discover solutions for reducing
landﬁll space. The use of crushed concrete waste as recycled
aggregate serves as a solution with outstanding potential for
reducing landﬁll volume. Conversely, recycled concrete, as it is
known, is characterised by a large physical and mechanical shortcomings (Li et al., 2008).
The deﬁciency of strength exhibited by recycled concrete does
not permit it to surpass natural concrete in terms of mainstream
practical usage (Kou et al., 2012). To achieve recycled concrete
which challenges natural concrete, it must undertake additional
strengthening processes. However, supplementary procedures
required for improving recycled concrete quality must closely equal
practicality and monetary expenditure of natural concrete.
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Review on the effects of incorporating recycled aggregate,
sourced from construction and demolition waste, on the carbonation behaviour of concrete was conducted (Silva et al., 2015).
Various inﬂuencing aspects related to the use of recycled aggregate, such as replacement level, size and origin, as well as the
inﬂuence of curing conditions, use of chemical admixtures and
additions on carbonation over a long period of time were
identiﬁed.
Modiﬁcation of recycled aggregate by calcium carbonate biodeposition was examined (Grabiec et al., 2012). Calcium chloride
was used for precipitation of calcium carbonate, while culture
medium consisting of beef extract, peptone and urea was used for
cultivation of microorganisms (Grabiec et al., 2012). It was found
that the microbial carbonate precipitation peaks at pH 9.5 and increases with higher temperature, bacteria concentration or calcium
concentration.
Experiments was also carried out for investigating the possibilities of producing carbonated granulated steel slag concrete in
replacing common natural aggregate (Pang et al., 2015). Test results
showed that carbonation treatment can signiﬁcantly improve the
strength and volume stability of steel slag aggregate and reduce
water absorption, porosity and free calcium oxide.
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The process of carbon-conditioning recycled aggregate and recycled concrete proposes an abundance of potential. There are different
approaches in carbon-conditioning, for either recycled aggregate or
recycled concrete. For carbon-conditioning recycled aggregate, recycled aggregate is ﬁrst placed in a sealed chamber and at that juncture; it
is exposed to carbon dioxide at pressure for a given amount of time. The
exposer produces a recycled aggregate which is denser, less porous
with a reduced amount of water absorbency (Zhan et al., 2014). The
discharge of an amount of CO2 from the conditioned recycled aggregate also generates a superior bond matrix as a result of an enhanced
chemical reaction and a great ﬁlling of space within the matrix (Kou
et al., 2014). Kou's (Kou et al., 2014) as well as Zhang's (Zhang et al.,
2015b) studies also exposed that the carbon-conditioning process
has a positive inﬂuence on the long-term mechanical properties of
recycled concrete, the concrete achieving greater mechanical properties as more time transpired. Unfortunately, due to low pH levels
within the cement paste steel reinforcement cannot be applied as the
steel becomes susceptible to corrosion. Carbon-conditioning improves
recycled aggregate quality and as a consequence, generates a resilient
recycled concrete (Zhan et al., 2014).
Properties of carbon-conditioned recycled aggregate and its
mortar were also studied (Zhang et al., 2015a). It was found that the
carbonation increased the apparent density and reduced both
water absorption and crushing value of recycled aggregate. The
ﬂowability and compressive strength of the recycled aggregate
mortar were lower than those of natural sand mortar. However, the
properties of mortar made with CO2 treated recycled aggregate
were very similar to those of natural sand mortar.
The initial carbon-conditioning process otherwise known as
accelerated carbonation is based on the reactions between CO2 and
hydration products of cement in concrete. The preliminary reaction
during early hydration precipitates calcium carbonate into pore
spaces and densiﬁes the entire microstructure (Xuan et al., 2016).
The accelerated carbonation of the concrete is the key to forming a
desirable microstructure, which ultimately produces a hardier
concrete, unlike a slow and late exposure to concrete which can
cause deterioration to occur.
An alternative approach is carbon curing of recycled concrete
(Zhan et al., 2013). A CO2 curing process was adopted to cure concrete blocks made with recycled aggregate. Non-load and loadbearing blocks were prepared and placed in a pressurized 100%
CO2 curing chamber for 6, 12 and 24 h. It was found that the CO2
cured blocks attaining higher compressive strength and lower
drying shrinkage than the corresponding moist cured blocks. It was
also found that curing time and amount of recycled aggregate
present in the blocks had insigniﬁcant effects on the strength gain
and CO2 curing degree.
Carbon-conditioning recycled aggregate is not yet used in the
mainstream concrete production. Carbonation is cheaper than
other recycling alternatives, seems to generate an appropriate
physical and mechanical quality and is practical for commercial use.
However, additional research must be conducted. This paper investigates the use of carbon-conditioned recycled aggregate
(RACO2) by varying chamber pressure (0 kPa, 75 kPa, 150 kPa),
chamber duration (0 min, 30 min, 90 min) and RACO2 replacement
ratio (0%, 30%, 100%) in concrete production. The focus upon both
chamber pressure and duration aimed to discover the best medium
at which the carbon-conditioning process can be utilised in commercial means. Results on compressive, tensile and ﬂexible
strength and modulus of elasticity at 28 curing days are compared.
2. Materials
Recycled aggregate samples collected from a south-eastern
Australia centralised recycling plant was adopted for the
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production of concrete. Particle size distribution is of importance as
it affects workability and strength (Neville, 1995). As regards the
sample collected was fulﬁlling the particle size distribution of
10 mm and 20 mm aggregate as stated in Australian standard (see
Fig. 1) (AS 1141.11, 2014).
The water absorption of the recycled aggregate sample is about
5.02% for 10 mm and 5.63% for 20 mm with particle density on
oven-dried basis of about 1.44 t/m3 for 10 mm and 1.30 t/m3 for
20 mm, particle density on saturated and surface-dried basis of
about 1.51 t/m3 for 10 mm and 1.37 t/m3 for 20 mm, apparent
particle density of about 1.55 t/m3 for 10 mm and 1.40 t/m3 for
20 mm, aggregate crushing value of about 34%, about 2% contaminant, ﬂakiness index of about 15.12 for 10 mm and 9.78 for 20 mm,
and misshapen particle of about 0.88%. The properties of natural
aggregate are also compared with the recycled aggregate as shown
in Table 1.
2.1. Carbonation chamber
For carbon-conditioning recycled aggregate, a carbonation
chamber was designed and built, including a translucent polyvinyl
chloride pressure pipe with a screw top lid connecting to a CO2
tank, brandishing a regulator in controlling pressure. CO2 was
introduced to the chamber for the experimented pressure and
duration. Fig. 2 illustrates the carbonation chamber used.
2.2. Experimental design
Ordinary Portland cement, designated Type GP (General Portland) was used for the experimental work. The RACO2 replacement
ratios were used at 0%, 30% and 100%, water-to-cement ratios were
used at 0.4. The process of carbon-conditioning is a new experimental and prototype process. Pressure on 75 kPa and 150 kPa was
nominated. The duration was selected to observe the change in two
different durations lower than that of Kou's studies (Kou et al., 2014)
for gaining knowledge on the effects of carbon-conditioning in a
manageable commercial timeframe. Details of all mixing proportions
used for the recycled concrete experimental work and experimental
design on RACO2 replacement percentage, chamber duration and
chamber pressure are shown in Table 2 and Table 3 respectively.
Each concrete mixture was made up of 9 cylinders and 3 beams
in order to gain three samples in each mechanical property test of
compression strength, split tensile strength, ﬂexural strength and
modulus of elasticity.
The mixing procedure conducted in this paper is based on
Australian Standard (AS 1012.2, 2014). The RAC mixing was ﬁrst
charged with about half of natural and recycled coarse aggregate,
then with natural ﬁne aggregate, then with cement, and ﬁnally with
the remaining coarse aggregate. Water was then immediately
added after starting the operation for two minutes (AS 1012.2,
2014). It needs to be emphasized that no superplasticizer or additive was added to any concrete mixes in the experimental work.
This can ensure that the actual results from the RACO2 replacement
percentages, chamber pressure and chamber duration are recorded
and analysed.
Three 100 mm-diameter and 200 mm-high concrete cylinders
for each mixing proportion were used for conducting compressive
strength (AS 1012.9, 2014), split tensile strength (AS 1012.10, 2014)
and modulus of elasticity (AS 1012.17, 2014) and three 100 mmwide, 100 mm-high and 350 mm-length concrete beams for conducting ﬂexural strength (AS 1012.11, 2014) at 28 curing days.
The concrete samples were demoulded after 24 h of mixing and
immediately placed in a room with controlled environmental
conditions at temperature of 22 ± 2  C and relative humidity level
of 70 ± 2%.
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Fig. 1. Particle size distribution of recycled aggregate: (a) 10 mm; and (b) 20 mm.

Table 1
Properties of natural aggregate and recycled aggregate.
Source

Natural aggregate

Recycled aggregate

Grading

Pass

Pass

Water absorption (%)
Particle density on oven-dried basis (t/m3)
Particle density on saturated and surface-dried basis (t/m3)
Apparent particle density (t/m3)
Aggregate crushing value (%)
Contaminant (%)
Flakiness index
Misshapen particle (%)

1.02 (10 mm); 0.42 (20 mm)
2.59 (10 mm); 2.47 (20 mm)
2.61 (10 mm); 2.48 (20 mm)
2.66 (10 mm); 2.50 (20 mm)
21
0
28.27 (10 mm); 22.52 (20 mm)
3.02

5.02 (10 mm); 5.63 (20 mm)
1.44 (10 mm); 1.30 (20 mm)
1.51 (10 mm); 1.37 (20 mm)
1.55 (10 mm); 1.40 (20 mm)
34
2
15.12 (10 mm); 9.78 (20 mm)
0.88
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Fig. 2. Carbonation chamber.

Table 2
Recycled concrete mixing proportions used for the experimental work.
Mixture Cement (kg/ Water (kg/ W/C
m3)
m3)
ratio

Sand (kg/ 10 mm natural aggregate
m3)
(kg/m3)

20 mm natural aggregate
(kg/m3)

10 mm recycled aggregate
(kg/m3)

20 mm recycled aggregate
(kg/m3)

0% RA 630.14
30% RA 630.14
100%
630.14
RA

604.77
604.77
604.77

928.87
650.21
e

139.33
464.44

278.66
928.87

256.82
256.82
256.82

0.4
0.4
0.4

464.44
325.11
e

Table 3
Experimental design on RACO2 replacement percentages, chamber duration and chamber pressure.
Mix

RACO2 replacement percentage

Chamber duration (min)

Chamber pressure (kPa)

0-0-0
30-0-0
100-0-0
30-30-75
100-30-75
30-30-150
100-30-150
30-90-75
100-90-75
30-90-150
100-90-150

0
30
100
30
100
30
100
30
100
30
100

0
0
0
30
30
30
30
90
90
90
90

0
0
0
75
75
150
150
75
75
150
150

3. Results and discussions
3.1. Slump
As emphasized in the research methodologies section that no
superplasticizer or additive was added to any concrete mixes in the
experimental work. The entrainment of CO2 into recycled aggregate
is directly varied experimental results on slump, dependent upon
the RACO2 replacement percentages applied to the recycled concrete. Fig. 3 summarises the experimental results on slump. The
recycled concrete without any RACO2 replacement percentage
feature the slump results around mid-range of about 160 mm,
150 mm and 140 mm for the 0-0-0, 30-0-0 and 100-0-0 mixes
respectively. This is similar as the argument made by previous researchers (Batayneh et al., 2007; Kou and Poon, 2012).
Experimental results on slump do not generate a pattern
established around chamber pressure and duration for the recycled

concrete with various RACO2 replacement percentages. The process
of CO2 conditioning reduces the water absorption of recycled
aggregate, resulting in an increased amount of free water within
the rest of the mixture. Subsequently, the larger the recycled
aggregate replacement percentage, the greater this effect and
hence an increased slump. The recycled concrete with 100% RACO2
replacement percentages is characterised by large slump results
while the recycled concrete with 30% RACO2 replacement percentages features low slump results. The recycled concrete with 30%
RACO2 replacement percentages (30-30-150, 30-90-75, 30-30-75
mixes) acquires the three lowest slump results of about 140 mm,
140 mm and 130 mm respectively. The carbon-conditioning process reduces slump when compared to the natural concrete. The
30-90-150 mix is the only recycled concrete to surpass the 100-00 mix.
On the other hand, the recycled concrete with 100% RACO2
replacement percentages (100-30-75, 100-30-150, 100-90-150 and
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Fig. 3. Experimental results on slump.

100-90-75 mixes) produce the highest slump results of about
220 mm, 210 mm, 210 mm and 190 mm respectively. The large
slump result is an outcome of an excessively saturated concrete.
The carbonation process reduces water absorbency of the recycled
aggregate and subsequently obstructs water from entering the
aggregate in standard volumes. The excess water, instead of being
up taken by the aggregate, was left in the cement and sand portions
of the recycled concrete. The recycled concrete with lowered water
absorption on RACO2 creates higher water to cement ratios, their
free water generated from the mixes exceeds the other enriched
aggregate qualities of porosity and density, consequently, leading to
a concrete with a larger slump than all the other mixes.
3.2. Compression strength
The process of carbon-conditioning for the recycled aggregate
generates compressive strength improvement. Fig. 4 illustrates a
superior performance of the recycled concrete with 30% RACO2
replacement percentage compared to the natural concrete while

the recycled concrete with 100% RACO2 replacement percentage
deteriorates when contrasted against the natural concrete. The
recycled concrete with 30% recycled aggregate replacement percentage (30-0-0 mix) supplies a notable result, bettering the natural concrete (0-0-0 mix). Standard recycled concrete typically
features about 12% and 36% losses in 30% and 100% recycled
aggregate replacement percentages respectively (Batayneh et al.,
2007; Behera et al., 2014). However, the results in this experiment display a 30% loss for the recycled concrete with 100% recycled aggregate replacement percentage (100-0-0 mix) and a 4%
gain for the recycled concrete with 30% recycled aggregate
replacement percentage (30-0-0 mix). The recycled concrete attains a slightly enriched quality when rivalled to the standard.
Another observation is that the recycled concrete with 30%
RACO2 replacement percentage exposed to lower chamber pressures (30-90-75 and 30-30-75 mixes) characterises the highest
compressive strength results of about 35.19 MPa and 34.28 MPa
respectively. The 30-90-75 mix, with RACO2 exposed to the CO2 for a
lengthier duration of 90 min attains a slightly higher compressive

Fig. 4. Experimental results on compressive strength.
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strength result of about 35.19 MPa than that of the 30 min mix of
about 34.28 MPa (30-30-75 mix). The experimental results indicate
that the RACO2 gains heightened properties at lower chamber
pressures and longer chamber duration. In agreement with Kou
et al.'s results (Kou et al., 2014), it is postulated that a longer CO2
exposure period permits the RACO2 to uptake additional CO2 and
thus, manufacturing a less pores, less absorbent, denser aggregate
and generating a desirable chemical reaction during hydration,
leading to a superior and denser bond matrix. Kou et al. (Kou et al.,
2014) demonstrated that the compression strength also improves
at a greater rate over a longer period of time. Early CO2 entrainment
does not exhibit any degradation upon concrete, however does
have the potential to corrode steel reinforcement.
A greater performance of the 75 kPa chamber pressure mixes
(30-90-75 and 30-30-75 mixes) when paralleled to the 150 kPa
chamber pressure mixes (30-90-150 and 30-30-150 mixes) are
slightly counterintuitive. The higher chamber pressures are
believed to push the CO2 into the RACO2 at a quicker rate, consequently upgrading the aggregate properties in a shorter duration.
The high chamber pressure mixes instead lower the compression
strength of the ﬁnal concrete of which it even past the 30-0-0 mix
for the 30-90-150 mix and 0-0-0 mix for the 30-30-150 mix. The
theorised rational behind this result is that the pressure is actually
too high, breaking down some of the soft recycled aggregate in
place of carbon. It is thus unveiled that high chamber pressures,
contrastingly to intuition, have a degeneration effect on recycled
concrete with RACO2.
The recycled concrete with 30% RACO2 results provides a trend.
The chamber duration as the largest contributing factor to an
improved RACO2, has a greater outcome upon a longer chamber
exposure time. In addition, the higher the chamber pressure, the
less compressive strength is gained by the recycled concrete. The
high chamber pressure supersedes a longer chamber duration.
These trends are indicated by the order of the 30-90-75 mix, the
strongest followed by 30-30-75, 30-90-150 and 30-30-150 mixes.
The recycled concrete with 100% RACO2 replacement percentage
undergoes great loss even when likened to the 100-0-0 mix. As
mentioned, the recycled concrete with 100% RACO2 replacement
percentage was visible and provided considerable additional
saturation during mixing. The calculated and constant water to
cement ratio of 0.4 appeared to be exceeded. The overly saturated
concrete was a result of the amount of CO2 absorbed by the recycled
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aggregate, subsequently, reducing the water absorption and leaving
excess water in the cement. The excess water devastated the
compression strength results. Unlike the 30% carbonated recycled
aggregate concrete, longer chamber duration seizes precedence
over the chamber pressure. Both the 100-90-150 and 100-90-75
mixes perform superiorly to the 100-30-75 and 100-30-150 mixes.
The 100-30-150 mix acquires the worst compressive strength
result. The poor compressive strength results succumb to the undesirable high chamber pressure of 150 kPa with low chamber
duration of 30 min.
3.3. Tensile strength
Recycled concrete experiences an improvement in tensile
strength when carbon-conditioned. Tensile strength results exhibit
similar while not identical trends to the compressive strength results. Fig. 5 demonstrates that the recycled concrete with 30% RACO2
replacement percentage performs greater than the natural concrete. Similar as compressive strength's results, the recycled concrete with 100% RACO2 replacement percentage performs poorly
due to excess water in the mixture. The 30-0-0 and 100-0-0 mixes
achieve a middle-tier tensile strength result of about 3.43 MPa and
2.96 MPa respectively. The recycled concrete with 30% RACO2
replacement percentage realises an increased tensile strength
performance when rivalled to the recycled concrete with 30%
recycled aggregate replacement percentage however, the recycled
concrete with 100% RACO2 replacement percentage attains a
reduced tensile strength performance compared to the recycled
concrete with 100% recycled aggregate replacement percentage.
The 30-30-75 mix measures the greatest tensile strength performance. Corresponding to the compression strength results, the
greatest tensile strength result occurred at a lower chamber pressure of 75 kPa. In opposition to the compression strength results,
the natural concrete (0-0-0 mix) surpasses most concrete mixtures
with exception to the 30-30-75 mix. Medina et al. (Medina et al.,
2014) explicated that tensile strength performance is heavily
reliant on the bond matrix and water to cement ratios of the concrete. The precipitation of CO2 into the concrete mixture from the
aggregate fashions an enhanced chemical reaction ﬁlling voids in
the concrete and upgrading the bond matrix (Kou et al., 2014). The
reduced porosity and denser aggregate, triggered by carbonation,
does comprehensively assist tensile strength quality, however,

Fig. 5. Experimental results on tensile strength.
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compression strength performance beneﬁts to a larger extent,
density and low porosity being a key contributor to compressive
strength quality (Kou et al., 2014). Similarly to compression
strength, CO2 entrainment strengthens the concrete as it is not an
over exposure or late exposure of CO2. Carbon-conditioning process
is controlled at an early stage and hence generates improved
aforementioned properties. The only downfall being the low pH
level of the cement paste which can degrade possible
reinforcement.
The tensile strength results indicate that a lower chamber
pressure overrides a longer chamber duration for the recycled
concrete. A longer chamber duration is recommended as it has the
third and fourth greatest improvement from the experimental results which is evidenced in the 30-90-150 and 30-90-75 mixes of
about 3.69 MPa and 3.61 MPa respectively. Similar discussions as
compression strength results, a lower chamber pressure and longer
chamber duration provide a larger opportunity to fashion a robust
recycled concrete.
The recycled concrete with 100% RACO2 replacement percentage
does not procure quality performance that equalled the 100-00 mix. The large volume of recycled aggregate entrained with CO2
obstructs water from being engrossed. The surplus water left in the
cement deteriorates the concretes' tensile strength quality. The
superlative mixture of the recycled concrete with 100% RACO2
replacement percentage is the 100-30-75 mix of about 3.95 MPa.
Despite the additional free water which resulted in the poor tensile
strength performance, the 100-30-75 mix indicates that low
chamber pressure is vital to tensile strength quality. The increase in
tensile strength performance is still detectable in the recycled
concrete with 100% RACO2 replacement percentage. The 100-30-75
mix measures a near identical performance to the 100-0-0 mix
whilst having a much larger volume of free water in the concrete
mixture. The near identical performance demonstrates that the
heightened properties of RACO2 are quite remarkable.

exception. The ﬂexural strength results are quite varied when
placed alongside those of the tensile strength results. It is illustrated that the 30-0-0 mix exhibits tremendous ﬂexural strength
performance, surpassing even that of the natural concrete mix (00-0 mix). The 100-0-0 mix produces the worst ﬂexural strength
performance of about 2.52 MPa, surpassed by the exceedingly
saturated recycled concrete with 100% RACO2 replacement percentage. Irrespective of the similar rudimentary inﬂuences that
ﬂexural and tensile strength share, it has displayed variances between the physical and mechanical properties.
Low chamber pressure followed by a long chamber duration
permits both the 30-30-75 and 30-90-75 mixes achieving a high
ﬂexural strength performance of about 4.22 MPa and 4.14 MPa
respectively. The high chamber pressure of 150 kPa attains a
reduced performance when paralleled to the recycled concrete
with 75 kPa chamber pressure. The low chamber duration and high
chamber pressure (30-30-150 mix) is the only recycled concrete
with 30% RACO2 replacement percentage to be bettered by the
natural concrete (0-0-0 mix). This result provides evidence that
high chamber pressure and low chamber duration does not assist
the recycled concrete's bond matrix as much as it supports the low
chamber pressure and high chamber duration mixes.
The recycled concrete with 100% RACO2 replacement percentage
exhibits a greater ﬂexural strength performance than tensile
strength performance. The CO2 entrained concrete accomplished a
higher ﬂexural strength quality than the recycled concrete with
100% recycled aggregate replacement percentage (100-0-0 mix).
The recycled concrete with 100% RACO2 replacement percentage is
astonishing as they exceed the control irrespective of the relatively
higher water to cement ratios. The surprising performance indicates that the decreased porosity, increased density and greater
concrete curing reaction is substantial, allowing the recycled concrete to better the control with a great deﬁcit of an undesirable
water to cement ratio.

3.4. Flexural strength

3.5. Modulus of elasticity

Flexural strength results harvest an improvement as a consequence of carbon-conditioning of the recycled aggregate. Performance on ﬂexural strength and tensile strength is fundamentally
based upon the same characteristics, which is chieﬂy bond matrix
(Behera et al., 2014). However, Fig. 6 shows the trend with a large

The modulus of elasticity creates the greatest challenge for
recycled concrete to overcome. The modulus of elasticity is largely
determined by concrete's porosity and density and its aggregate (Li
et al., 2008; Behera et al., 2014). Recycled aggregate is characterised
by an abundantly lowered porosity and density when compared to

Fig. 6. Experimental results on ﬂexural strength.
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Fig. 7. Experimental results on modulus of elasticity.

natural aggregate (Li et al., 2008). Carbon-conditioning speciﬁcally
assists these issues, however, there is too much of a quality gap for
CO2 to bridge. Fig. 7 displays the large breaks in performance
among varying RACO2 replacement percentages. Carbonconditioning does, conversely, offer improvement to recycled
concrete over the non-carbon-conditioning mixes with the same
recycled aggregate replacement percentages.
Similarly to the other physical and mechanical properties, the
best performed recycled concrete with 30% RACO2 replacement
percentage is the 30-30-75 mix of about 34.09 GPa while the
poorest performance is the 30-90-150 mix of about 29.51 GPa. It is
indicated that as similar as other physical and mechanical properties, a low chamber pressure provides advantages for ﬁnal recycled
concrete quality.
The recycled concrete with 100% RACO2 replacement percentage
seem to be evenly dictated by chamber duration and chamber
pressure. The 100-90-75 mix demonstrates the best performance of
about 21.85 GPa followed by the 100-90-150 mix of about
21.80 GPa. The combination of the low chamber pressure and long
chamber duration allows the greatest CO2 uptake and thus the less
pores and densest recycled aggregate.
The modulus of elasticity experiences improvement when
carbon-conditioned. The increased properties are not as notable as
the other physical and mechanical qualities as modulus of elasticity
is based upon the weak porosity and density of recycled aggregate.
The process of carbon-conditioning still provides a remarkable increase in modulus of elasticity and indicates an abundance of
potential.

4. Conclusion
The paper examined that the process of carbon-conditioning
recycled aggregate provides an improvement to the physical and
mechanical properties of the recycled concrete. Experimental work
was conducted for the use of RACO2 with varying chamber pressure
(0 kPa, 75 kPa, 150 kPa), chamber duration (0 min, 30 min, 90 min)
and RACO2 replacement percentages (0%, 30%, 100%) for concrete
production. It was found that RACO2 on low chamber pressure and/
or long chamber duration creating the highest quality recycled
concrete. The recycled concrete with 30% RACO2 replacement percentages achieved better physical and mechanical performance
than the natural concrete while the recycled concrete with 100%

RACO2 replacement percentages generated large amount of free
water in concrete mixing. Carbon-conditioning exhibits further
potential based upon the experimental results. The supplementary
process, when compared to others, produces a robust recycled
concrete in an inexpensive and practical manner. This paper provides insights and generates new information for further research.
Carbon-conditioning is an effective means of enhancing recycled
concrete performance and in turn offers an opportunity to reduce
landﬁll space and contribute to a health environment.
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